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REACT’s Don Dodson, SWR 055, assists Gary English, W5WYQ, with an HT at a Communicator Gateway Workshop. The workshop
is held monthly at Scripps La Jolla Hospital. Related article on Page 3.
John Wright, SWR 042

From Your President
By Roger McCollough, SWR 098

The need for more vitamin “R”
Rx Enclosed

B

efore we get into the discussion, I
hope your holidays went well with
family and friends, and were pleasant,
and your New Year is off to a good start.
Thank you for being prompt with your
dues renewals and any data updates.
All, including any new photos you
furnished, are now in the hands of International for new ID card generation.
Now let’s begin the New Year looking
forward and check out Vitamin R.
And now back to our sponser
So you may ask “Vitamin R and why do
we need it? Well no need for any of us to
rush out to cvs. or Walgreen’s. Vitamin
R, which as you might suspect, stands
for REACT, and is a prescription containing Reliability, Recruiting, Radio,
Reason, Resource, and, Response. Of
course there is no such vitamin, but
these six “ingredients”, and many more,
are a part of REACT teams everywhere,
of which you have become a core part.
I hope all this is just a simple reminder,
not a revelation. Reminders are a natural way to keep events flowing; kind
of like practice.
Practice: Exercise for Success
Practice is a teaching or training tool.
For the last six months your Board and
I have adjusted the agenda to allow a
larger time to introduce or review the
contents of your knowledge locker. If
you are truthful, then ask your selves
how complete is your ability to handle yourself in a disaster; or do you feel
you will rise above any or all needs? By
now you are asking, “Is there a point
to this?” I hope so, as I don’t write this
stuff to fill space, or hear the sound of
my keyboard.
Training: The Foundation
of Purpose
Last September I wrote an article
about training classes. In it I gave a
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possible list of suggested subjects we
could profit by. I also suggested that
we had some good capable instructor
talent that could share their knowledge
with the Team. My thanks to George
Reeves who responded with Information on the use and value of GPS, and
Don Dodson who explained some of
the FEMA forms now used by various
agencies. They have both offered to return with new offerings. John Wright
covered the results of building a GoBox station.
Instructors: The Core for Direction
At the last meeting, in an effort to secure more instructors, I put out the list
from last September, of subjects worth
a class creation for the Team. I am also
doing face-to-face requests with members that they share something. You
didn’t get the list? Never fear for we
will have more copies at the next meeting. Check it out!
Conclusion: Support
Although the concept of “Vitamin R”
might be a bit hokey, those ingredients
listed are not. Success or failure is in
the hands of every member. You must
know that, yet here I am, cheer-leading for the Team [believe me, no one
wants to see me in a cheering outfit].
If we were to have a cheer, it should
include “Recruit for REACT, REACT
Recruits”. Are you saying this in your
daily life “no one is a good prospect for
the Team”? Bunk!
You voted for me for this job, but this
job needs your support. If I had a door,
it would be open for your visit.
“Nuf said…”

let’s GIT’ ER DONE!!!
pres@southwesternreact.org

Are The Inexpensive Chinese Radios Really A Bargain?

I

By John Wright, SWR 042

f one were to believe what is shown on websites like YouTube or Amazon, one would think the only radios being
sold for ham use are the Chinese-made Baofengs, particularly the UV-5R series. A dual-band (2 meter and 440)
Baofeng can be had for as little as $25 or $30.

Because of their price point, one might assume these radios are ideal for someone just starting out in ham radio
or interested in a minimal investment. But are these radios suitable for a beginner? My feeling is that they aren’t.
The Baofengs (and the Wouxun radios before them) are notoriously difficult to field program because—unlike the
“Big Three” radios (iCom, Kenwood and Yaesu)—none of the programming functions are automated. Those of us
familiar with radio programming are aware that things like repeater offsets and offset directions are usually automatically entered. Not so with the Baofengs. Every single function must be entered manually. This can be daunting
for a “newbie.”
What about computer programming? Software exists for these radios, both as a free download off the web and for
purchase. However, the individual that buys a $25 radio isn’t likely to invest more money than the radio cost for
programming software and a cable. Free software falls in the “you get what you pay for” category. Free software,
such as CHIRP (the most popular free programming application) can be problematical to use as the software build
version has to fit the radio perfectly. Get the wrong build and it doesn’t work.
The cables used in computer programming don’t always operate as they should. For a long time, there were reports
of cables sourced from China having counterfeit chips in them. Whether this is still true, I have no idea.
Perhaps the most telling argument against the Chinese radios is their quality control, especially for the transmitters.
Following this article is a reprint of an article from the November 2015 issue of QST magazine outlining the results
of four years of spectral purity testing of HTs at the Dayton Hamvention. Fully 50% of the Baofengs tested by the
ARRL lab were non-compliant for spurious emissions per §97.307(e) of the amateur radio regulations. Because some
of these radios are so bad, there are repeater owners have banned Baofeng use on their machines.
Article Copyright ARRL and QST. Reprinted by permission.
So what are the alternatives? The most obvious answer is buy a better quality radio. There are radios marketed by
Yaesu, iCom and Kenwood that are reasonable priced and will give years of reliable service. Perhaps the most popular is the Yaesu FT-60R. This radio can be purchased from Ham Radio Outlet for under $150. A reliable cable and
programming software for the FT-60R can be had for under $40.
Another alternative and one stressed by REACT is training. The San Diego ARES organization conducts monthly HT
training classes free of charge for anyone who wants to participate. If anyone is interested in attending, the information about the classes follows:
Date: Second Saturday of The Month 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Location: Scripps La Jolla Hospital Campus in San Diego (Schaetzel Center, next to main hospital building)
Parking: Park in underground parking or in the above-ground parking structure.
This two-hour workshop is intended for anyone getting started (or struggling) with a handheld “HT” radio. If you
attended in the past, you are welcome to return for another workshop to hone your skills. If you have an earlier
edition of the free workbook, please bring it with you to this workshop.
The workshop starts with basics such as how to turn on the radio and then progresses to operating in simplex and
repeater mode. This is a hands-on workshop in small groups led by Elmers (instructors), not a lecture. Participants
receive a free workbook to guide their progress.
If you plan to attend the workshop, please RSVP to k6rjf.rob@gmail.com so we know how many study guides to
produce, or if you have a specific interest or question. When you RSVP, please tell us which radio you will bring,
and please include your call sign (if you have a call sign).
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